
 

Sibelius 6 Portable ((EXCLUSIVE))

The tonality system is the creators main feature and allows the Sibelius composer to mix any key they choose. Exchanging key signatures within the same melodic line allows a more natural transition. Unlike other programs, the Sibelius composer knows the chord structure of the original composition, and as they compose, they can move to another key and make their transition as smooth as possible. By
letting you choose the key, Sibelius also enhances the music students chord progressions. This provides a sense of familiarity and a greater likelihood that the student will be able to follow along with a Sibelius composition. By choosing one note, you tell the system that you want to stay in that key. Pressing the Alt key will switch the key to another one with more notes within that key. This feature allows the

Sibelius composer to evolve their melodies, and make their scores more personal than most. When you do switch keys, your score will automatically go back to the key signature that you had before moving. Sibelius music notation software is a visual composer. Along with the edit bar, which allows the composer to freely write music, the score is composed solely in the musical staff. The score is nothing but a a
blank page and there is no separate editor window to view data, these are just as they appear in the score. You can, if you choose, view transposed scores, but you have to pay the electricity bill to turn the score on. The system will automatically show the default melodic staff, however, if you wish to write music within another staff, you can select the staff type (i.e. 12 bar) from the menu bar of the score.

While composing, you have a large palette of colors to choose from, which allows you to match the type of music you are writing and to make your music stand out. There is no time limit to the length of your composition, so you can write a lot of music in a short time. The score automatically documents the bars of the composition, and after you finish your piece, you have the ability to edit the entire score. You
are able to play and undo measures, and you are able to cut, paste, and delete measures.
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Sibelius features extensive tools to help create excellent music. The Composer uses dynamic score navigation; allowing you to preview your music on any page without leaving the application. Detailed preview controls
show you every embellishment and note displayed on the screen, plus their dynamics. A new feature called Level Control allows you to customize the screen brightness to suit your eyes. These tools make Sibelius one
of the easiest programs to use. The notation editor lets you preview, zoom in, edit, and export multiple pages at once. A new Latex (LST) output format allows you to view and print the correct math on your paper when
creating scores. Latex is an alternative to PDF for creating professional-looking score pages in your Sibelius application. Help from the toolbox is at your fingertips with a new feature called Project Help. Issue a keyboard
command to create a visible help icon, and Sibelius will display the appropriate help information, such as the Score mode dialog box, Measure dialog box, and Groove dialog box. With a single click, you can access the
Sibelius Help page. Sibelius allows you to share your music with others via Dropbox and Google Drive. Drop Box saves your music in the cloud and then you can access it from any computer. Google Drive provides a

similar service, but it also lets you automatically share music. You can even select Google Apps like Sheets and Forms as the service your music is stored. To create a page in Sibelius, you first need to open the
composer page. Most projects have a default composer page. This lets you set your default start page and changes the appearance of tools such as the keyboard. In Sibelius 6 the composer page is called the score
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